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Working Smarter

Debugging ISPF Dialogs:
Part III

L ast month, I examined the breakpoint
and variable options of Dialog Test.

This month, I will describe the other (less
frequently used) options that are available
at Dialog Test. It is nice to have these
options when you need them.

OPTION 2 — PANEL UTILITY

Personally, I almost never use this Dialog
Test option. The reason is, most of the time,
the underlying function that I am writing is
handling the DISPLAY or TBDISPL. There
is always logic in the function that is
preparing variables, reading databases,
tables or VSAM files, and doing some other
form of preparation work.

Also, the only procedural logic that I
normally place into the )PROC section of
an ISPF panel is of the type that does basic
editing. I stick to simple VERs and assign-
ment statements and not much more.

You can use Option 2 of Dialog Test to
find coding errors in your panels early in
development. That is all this utility does:
displays a panel, exercises panel logic and
detects errors, if there are any. If you are
depending upon the code in a dialog func-
tion to obtain and prepare the variables
shown on the panel, do not be alarmed if
you see nothing in the panel fields when
using this option.

OPTION 3 — VARIABLE UTILITY

I explained how to use this option in
last month’s column. Here I would like
to briefly mention a use for Option 7.3
that has nothing whatsoever to do with
dialog testing.

In a software support role, I frequently
must ask customers about their OS/390
and ISPF release levels. Conveniently,

these are all stored in “Z” variables in the
ISP shared pool. Figure 1 contains a list
of some of the more useful variables. You

can use the values in these variables to
determine release levels and where ISPF
is running.

FIGURE 1: USEFUL “Z” VARIABLES FOR DETERMINING RELEASE LEVELS AND ENVIRONMENT 

The ISPF dialog manager places the variables listed here into the Shared pool. They are read-only and can be used by
dialogs to determine the environment that they are running in. To simply see these variables, navigate to Option 7.3 and
scroll through the list.

IBM routinely adds new variables to the ISR shared pool when releases change. Read the “What’s New” documentation
for such additions. Refer to the ISPF Reference Summary for a more complete explanation of these variables.

FIGURE 2: AN EXAMPLE OF THE LOG DISPLAY (OPTION 7.5 OF ISPF)

If a valid log dataset is present, the Log utility allows a user to browse it.
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OPTION 4 — TABLE UTILITY

If the dialog that you are debugging
does not use tables, this utility will be of
little use. If tables are involved, it can be
quite handy.

The Table utility allows a developer to
display, delete, modify, and add rows to
open tables as well as view the status and
structure of the table. Note that the Table
utility can open the table by entering its
name in the provided field. The
WRITE/NOWRITE parameter is also
required. In addition, the table usually must
already exist as a member of the ISPTLIB
concatenation.

When the Tables utility opens a table, upon
exit from the utility, it is automatically closed.

If you invoke the Table utility from a
breakpoint while testing an interactive dia-
log, the situation is somewhat different.
Any manipulation that you do to the table,
such as display rows or otherwise move the
Current Row Pointer (CRP) will remain in
place upon return to the dialog. In this situ-
ation, the table is not closed at exit.

Here is something to try. Navigate to 7.4
and enter ISRPROF as the table name with
the NOWRITE parameter. First, display the
structure and status. Now, display the sole
“row”, row 1. A view of the ISRPROF pro-
file pool will be displayed.

OPTION 5 — LOG UTILITY

The use of the log will depend upon how
a TSO session’s ISPF log has been allocated
at logon. Additionally, if a logged event has
yet to occur during an ISPF session, the log
cannot be viewed. I recommend reading the
Dialog Test tutorial regarding the usage and
restrictions of the log. Figure 2 shows a
sample log display.

If the DD name ISPLOG has been allo-
cated to a SYSOUT-type dataset, the log
cannot be viewed. The Log utility will
only function correctly when the log is
allocated to a dataset with a disposition of
MOD. Note that all TRACE output will
be written to the log as well as other
events, such as TSO commands and dia-
log errors.

OPTION 6 — THE DIALOG
SERVICES UTILITY

This utility allows a developer to issue
any dialog manager API service in line-

command mode. Note how closely the
screen resembles the TSO (Option 6)
interface of normal ISPF. See Figure 3.
The Dialog Services utility even retains
the 10 most recently typed service invoca-
tions in a pushdown stack.

I will use a simple example to illustrate
how it is used. Assume that you want to
look at the ISREDIT edit profile table.
Further, assume that the ISPF profile
dataset is not in the ISPTLIB (table input)
concatenation. Figure 4 shows the steps
required to accomplish such a viewing of
the ISREDIT table.

The ability to issue any ISPF service in
line-command mode comes in handy when
debugging. If you have forgotten to code a
particular ISPEXEC call, at a breakpoint, you
can use this utility to execute it “on-the-fly”
until you get back to the function code to
permanently add it.

OPTION 7 — TRACE UTILITY

I rarely use this utility. For most tracing
that I do, I step through the function code by
using breakpoints — and, as I will discuss
next month, using the LE Debug Tool.

As mentioned earlier, the output of any
trace is directed to the ISPF log. The Trace
utility allows either a function trace or a vari-
able trace. When working in ISPF, moving
variables around between pools, it is a com-
mon occurrence to lose track of variables.

If this ever happens to you, consider
establishing a trace on such a variable.
However, if you keep a clear head about
the differences between the various ISPF
variable pools and carefully monitor vari-
ables at Option 7.3, you will rarely need to
perform such traces. Still, the Trace utility
is another nice tool that is available for
ISPF debugging.
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FIGURE 3: THE DIALOG SERVICES UTILITY (OPTION 7.6 OF ISPF) 

Here, ISPF services can be issued “on-the-fly” without being coded in a function. The example shown is a LIBDEF being
issued for ISPTLIB to alter the logon search sequence. Note the short message in the upper-right hand corner. It
communicates the return code from the service. Also, note the use of the STACK parameter on the LIBDEF. When the
LIBDEF is cancelled, only the matching or “STACKed” LIBDEF will be cancelled.

FIGURE 4: STEPS TO TAKE TO VIEW THE ISREDIT EDIT PROFILE TABLE AT DIALOG TEST 

First, issue a LIBDEF using the DSN of your Profile dataset (Figure 2 shows a complete example). Second, at Tables,
using the name ISREDIT and the NOWRITE parameter, display the table’s structure. Third, display the first row. You
might notice that the first row is the most recently used edit profile. Finally, cancel the LIBDEF.
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CONCLUSION

I did not mention the Breakpoint option
of Dialog Test this month because I covered
it last month. However, one subtle point
that I would like to make is that all of the
Dialog Test utilities are available and are
most useful at a breakpoint. This is why the
breakpoint utility presents a primary menu
of all available Dialog Test options.

This also serves to highlight something
that anyone who develops ISPF code
should always bear in mind — TSO/ISPF
is a conversational environment, not a
pseudo-conversational environment.

Without beating these two concepts into
submission, you can think of the primary
differences between them as follows: A

conversational environment has its own
address space (TSO session or TSU). A
pseudo-conversational environment runs
under a task dispatcher in a larger TP
monitor. CICS, IMS-DC and IDMS-DC,
for example, would all be considered
pseudo-conversational in nature.

When a developer is debugging an ISPF
dialog, stopping for breakpoints and exam-
ining variables and memory, this makes the
TSO/ISPF environment even more conver-
sational than it normally would be.

I have sat in many ISPF debugging sessions
for hours on end, holding enqueues, keeping
tables open and holding on to allocated
files. Nevertheless, that is OK. I need to do
this while I am taking a careful, slow trip
through the flow of the dialog.

With this in mind, it is critical that when
developers are doing ISPF development,
they must use exclusive copies of the dialog
components.  
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